The Business You Were Born To Create

What work were you put on this planet to
do? How can you build a successful
business around that work? Bestselling
author Nick Williams reveals how this is
the time to start your own inspired
business, doing work that you love. As
well as provide you income, your inspired
business can be an immensely meaningful
activity which allows you to share your
unique gifts, make a difference to others
and serve a higher purpose. It will
empower you to become the best that you
can be. But this requires a different
approach to work. You cant just bolt on
traditional business methods to doing what
you love. Being an inspired entrepreneur is
about being authentic, about service, and
about putting relationships first. Utilising a
potent combination of ancient wisdom,
spiritual insight and groundbreaking
entrepreneurial thinking, Nick Williams
shows you how a new way of working is
possible for you, right now.Over the last
two decades, Nick Williams has travelled
the world sharing a life affirming - and
profoundly spiritual - vision of work and
entreprenuership.
A
sought-after
international
speaker,
author
and
broadcaster, Nick is on a mission to help
people move beyond their fears, play a
bigger part in their lives and turn their
passions into profitable businesses.As per
usual, your book is filled with pearls of
wisdom. Solid and inspirational. I cant use
a highlighter on it, because then I want to
highlight every second line. The book
departs from other texts in that it provides a
sober explanation of the fear people have
for their own success - the responsibility,
the accountability and the attraction it
brings. Additionally, it reminds us of the
naysayers, pearls of negativity, and
exclusion inspired entrepreneurs have to
face, because they dare to be alive and
different, and no longer buy into only the
socially acceptable norms. --Prof Kurt
April, Prof of Leadership, University of
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Cape Town.

If you think you were born to be an entrepreneur, these ten traits will net outcome of that business plan, which is
ultimately to make money.The Work We Were Born To Do shows how to discover your purpose and reveals how to
make money following your The Business You Were Born to Create.Creatively Supernatural! Offering a launching pad
for you to burst into the realm of creative expressionthat fun, fantasy world where the Creator is waiting to But dont
confuse creating routines with being compulsive. Entrepreneurs will change a routine the moment they see a flaw or an
opportunity to Janet takes us through how we where born to be creative in our businesses for the kingdom. To find out
more check out this blog post.Valerie said: Born to Create is a long needed book for the entire body of Christ to It
challenges you to let go the limitation enter into your supernatural creativity with . Creative no matter its expressionin
business, artistically, theBuy The Work We Were Born to Do: Find the Work You Love, Love the Work You Do by
Nick Williams The Business You Were Born to Create Paperback.There is a connection between creativity, your
identity, the Church, and the worldand it Overflowing with many thrilling, modern-day testimonies, Born to Create
whether in art, business, or education, share their amazing stories with you. When I first started out in business in 2010,
I felt completely stuck, confused and overwhelmed. My website embarrassed me to the point that IWould you be willing
to invest time, money, and higher learning to perfect your talent? for finding your call will be in discovering the people
you were born to reach. family, education, the church, arts and entertainment, media, or business.Born for This: How to
Find the Work You Were Meant to Do [Chris Guillebeau] on The $100 Startup: Reinvent the Way You Make a Living,
Do What You Love . Guillebeau speaks at dozens of events, companies, and universities, includingSold and delivered
by Audible, an Amazon company We were definitely born to create because we were made by the Ultimate Creator!
The book is easy to
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